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A tournament is a digraph in which every pair of vertices is connected by exactly one arc. The 
score list of a tournament is the sorted list of the out-degrees of its vertices. Given a nondecreasing 
sequence of nonnegative integers, is it the score list of some tournament? There is a simple test 
for answering this question. There is also a simple sequential algorithm for constructing a tourna- 
ment with a given score list. However, this algorithm has a greedy nature, and seems hard to 
parallelize. We present a simple parallel algorithm for the construction problem. Our algorithm 
runs in time O(log n) and uses O(n’/log n) processors on a CREW PRAM, where n is the num- 
ber of vertices. Since the size of the output is @(n’), our algorithm achieves optimal speedup. 
The tournament constructed has the property that it is the closest possible to a transitive tourna- 
ment in a precise sense. 
1. Introduction 
A tournament is a directed graph in which there is exactly one arc between every 
pair of vertices. This models a competition involving n players, where every player 
competes against every other one. If an arc is directed from x to y we say that x 
dominates y. The transitive tournament on n vertices is the tournament in which 
each integer between 1 and n has a corresponding vertex, and the vertex that cor- 
responds to i dominates the vertex that corresponds toj if i> j. The score of a vertex 
is the number of vertices it dominates. The score list of a tournament is the sorted 
list of scores of its vertices (starting with the lowest). 
Tournaments are widely studied in the literature (e.g. [l, lo]). In this paper we deal 
with the following problem: given a nondecreasing list of integers, s’=sl, . . . ,s,, 
determine if there exists a tournament with score list s’, and if so, construct such a 
tournament. A simple, nonconstructive criterion for testing if such a list is a score 
list was found by Landau in 1953 [l]: s’ is a score list of some tournament if and 
only if, for all k, liken: 
with equality for k = n. 
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A simple greedy algorithm [l, 41 is known for constructing a tournament with ui 
having score Si (for all 1 lion): select some score, Si, and remove it from the list; 
have ui dominate the Si vertices with smallest scores (and have the rest of the ver- 
tices dominate y); subtract 1 from the score of each vertex dominating Ui and 
recursively repeat this procedure for the reduced list. 
Although this algorithm is very simple to state and implement, it seems “inherent- 
ly sequential”. It is, therefore, challenging to find an algorithm for solving this 
problem fast in parallel. We note that very similar sequential algorithms exist for 
several other construction problems, such as constructing graphs and digraphs with 
given degree-sequences and constructing a zero-one matrix with specified row sums 
and column sums [2,4,7]. Parallel algorithms for some of these problems (which are 
very different from the one presented in this paper) appear in [l 11. 
The main result of this paper is an NC algorithm for the construction problem. 
Our algorithm runs in time O(log n) and uses O(n2/log n) processors on a concur- 
rent-read exclusive-write (CREW) PRAM, where n is the number of vertices. Since 
the size of the output is @(n2), our algorithm achieves optimal speedup. See e.g. 
[8] for a discussion of parallel algorithms, the PRAM model and optimal speedup. 
In Section 2 we describe our approach, which is based on looking at arcs that go 
from vertices of lower score to vertices of higher score (called upsets). Our approach 
yields a tournament with a small number of upsets (with respect to the minimum 
possible). 
In Section 3 we derive a high-level description of the parallel algorithm. We fine- 
tune the algorithm so that the tournament we construct is one which has the smallest 
number of upsets among all tournaments with the same score list. 
Section 4 contains a detailed description of an implementation of the algorithm 
that achieves optimal speedup. 
Section 5 has some concluding remarks. 
2. The upset sequence 
Our approach is based on, what we call, the upset sequence of a tournament, T, 
which describes the difference between T and a transitive tournament. If we list the 
vertices according to their scores in nondecreasing order, then an upset is when a 
vertex, u, dominates some other vertex appearing later than u in the list. We call an 
arc corresponding to an upset a reverse arc. Transitive tournaments are exactly those 
tournaments that contain no upsets. 
Definition. Let si 5 ... <s, be the score list of a tournament, T, and let ui be the 
vertex of score Si (for all 1 <is n). The upset sequence of T is the sequence 2, 
where uk is the number of upsets between {ui, . . . , uk} and {uk+ i, . . . , u,} (for all 
1 I kin-l). (Note that it has one fewer element than the score list.) 
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The score list uniquely determines the upset sequence (and vice-versa): 
Lemma 2.1. Let T be a tournament with score list Tand upset sequence ii. Then, 
for all Osk<n-I: 
Proof. There are exactly (t) arcs in the subgraph induced on 
is also a tournament. Therefore the right-hand side describes 
whose tail is in {o,, . . . , ok}, but whose head is not. 0 
COrolk3ry 2.2. For aI/ 15 kl n : Sk = uk - uk_ 1 + k - 1. 
{u 1, ..-, uk), since it 
the number of arcs 
How can we use the upset sequence? Our approach is to construct a tournament 
with a given score list by starting with a transitive tournament and reversing some 
of its arcs. The upset sequence of the desired tournament gives us a handle on which 
arcs to reverse. We will be aided by a graphical representation of the upset sequence, 
which we now discuss. 
A sequence of nonnegative integers can be represented graphically by its histo- 
gram. We will treat the histogram as a rectilinear polygon (and call it, simply, a 
polygon), which is divided into squares, each of which has integral x- and y-coor- 
dinates. The x-coordinate is a square’s column and the y-coordinate is its height. 
An example of a polygon is shown in Fig. 1. Any collection of squares of a polygon 
is a subpolygon. A maximal set of consecutive squares at the same height is called 
a slice. Note that a polygon can have several slices at the same height (if it is not 
convex). A (horizontal) segment is a consecutive set of squares, all in the same slice. 
In Fig. 1, slices at heights 7 and 5 and a segment at height 2 are highlighted. We 
denote a segment or slice by [f, r] or by [I, r, h], where 1 and r are, respectively, the 
c 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314 
Fig. 1. A polygon representing the sequence 1,4,4,6,6,3,3,7,7,7,7,4,3,3. Examples of two slices and a 
segment are highlighted. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213 14 
Fig. 2. A valid partition of the polygon of Fig. 1. 
columns of the leftmost and rightmost squares it contains, and h is its height. The 
width of [l,r] is r-l+l. 
A polygon representing the upset sequence of a tournament will be called an upset 
polygon. An elementary property of a polygon, which follows from its definition, is: 
Proposition 2.3. The slices of a polygon form a nested structure: if [l,,r,] and 
[I,, rz] are slices with 1,~ lzr then either 1, > r2 or rl I r,. 
We define the following partitioning problem: Given a rectilinear polygon as 
shown in Fig. 1, partition each of its slices into segments uch that no two segments 
in the partition agree on both endpoints. Such a partition is said to be valid, and 
is defined by the set of segments it contains. An example of a valid partition is il- 
lustrated in Fig. 2. The partition is ([1,14], [2,4], [2,5], [2,14], [4,4], [4,5], [5,5], [5,14], 
[8,81, [8,91,[&101, P,lll, [9,111, t1Q111,[1LW}. 
Lemma 2.4. A valid partition of the upset polygon yields a solution to the construc- 
tion problem. 
Proof. Let ( [li, ri] ) 1 i i % m} be the set of segments in a valid partition of an upset 
polygon representing a sequence G corresponding to the score list s’= sl, . . . , s,. Let T 
be the tournament obtained by taking the n-vertex transitive tournament and re- 
versing the arcs {(r; + 1,/i) 1 1 I i 5 m}. By inspection, the number of reverse arcs 
crossing the cut ({ur, .. . , ok} : {u~+~, . .. , u,}) is exactly uk. Therefore (by Corollary 
2.2), T is a tournament with score list s’. 0 
Note that each slice in Fig. 2 is partitioned into at most two segments. This is not 
a coincidence. 
Definition. A 2-partition is a valid partition in which every slice is partitioned into 
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at most two segments. A slice which is partitioned into at most two segments is 
2-partitioned. A slice which is partitioned into one segment is unsplit. 
We can restrict our attention to 2-partitions because of the following: 
Lemma 2.5. If a polygon has a valid partition, then it has a 2-partition. 
Proof. Let P be a valid partition of some polygon, which is not a 2-partition. Let 
S be a slice which is partitioned into more than 2 segments uch that all slices lying 
above S are 2-partitioned. We will prove the lemma by showing how to transform 
P into another valid partition in which S is 2-partitioned and the partition of slices 
above S is unchanged, 
Let the segments comprising Sin P be, from left to right, [/,, rt], . . . , [lk, rk] (where 
k>2). If either [I,,T~_~] or [12,rk] does not appear in P, then the partition of S can 
be replaced with {[/t, rk_, 1, [I,, rk]} or {[Ii, ri], [I,, rk]} respectively. If both appear, 
we will show that at least one, say [/i, rk_ i], must appear in a slice, T, below S. This 
will complete the proof, because we can simply assign the segment [/i,rk-t] to S 
and the segments [Ii, rl], . . . , [lk_ ,, r,_ 1] to T. Let R be the slice containing [I,, rk] in 
the partition P. We assume, without loss of generality, that R lies above S and T. 
We will show that T cannot lie above S. Because of the nesting property (Proposi- 
tion 2.3), the rightmost column of T is between those of R and S, and is thus equal 
to r,. If T is not 2-partitioned it must lie below S, so assume it is. But then the 
other slice of T is [/l(, rk], which contradicts the assumption that P is valid. 0 
Not every rectilinear polygon of the type discussed has a valid partition. Two ex- 
amples are shown in Fig. 3. We will show, however, that every upset polygon has 
a 2-partition. A few more definitions are required for this: a left (right) face is a 
(1) 
1234567 
(2) 
Fig. 3. Examples of polygons which have no valid partition. All left and right faces are highlighted. 
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maximal vertical line segment on the left (right) part of the boundary of a polygon 
(see Fig. 3, where left faces are highlighted with one pattern and right faces with 
another). A face is either a left or a right face. Face k, if it exists, is the face between 
columns k - 1 and k. Slice [/, r] touches two faces: face I (which is a left face) and 
face r (which is a right face). Two faces, L and R, are opposing if some slice touches 
both L and R. The width w(F) of a face F is the minimum distance between it and 
any of its opposing faces (where distance is measured by number of squares). The 
length of a face F is the number of slices it touches and is denoted by l(F). 
Lemma 2.6. A polygon D has a 2-partition if the length of every face of D is no 
more than half its width. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the height of D. If the height is 1, then 
D clearly has a 2-partition. Assume the claim holds for all polygons of height k - 1, 
and let k be the height of D. Let S be the set of polygons obtained by removing the 
bottom slice from D. By the inductive assumption, each polygon in S has a 2-par- 
tition. If there is more than one polygon in S, then the bottom slice of D is the 
unique longest slice in D and, therefore, a 2-partition of D is, simply, the union of 
the 2-partitions of S together with the bottom slice unsplit. So assume that S con- 
tains a single polygon D’ that has (by induction) a 2-partition, P. We will show that 
P can be extended to a 2-partition of D. Let L and R be, respectively, the left and 
right faces bounding the bottom level of D. P contains l(L) - 1 segments starting at 
L and l(R) - 1 segments ending at R. By the condition of the lemma, w(L) 2 21(L) 
and w(R) 121(R). Also, by definition, the width of the bottom slice is no less than 
either w(L) or w(R). It follows that the width of the bottom slice is no less than 
l(L) + l(R). Therefore, by the pigeonhole principle, there are two segments that par- 
tition the bottom slice, which are not contained in P. Thus P can be extended to 
become a 2-partition of D. 0 
Lemma 2.1. In an upset polygon the length of every face is no more than half its 
width. 
Proof. Let n(k) be the difference in height between the highest square in column 
k and the highest square in column k - 1. In other words, if face k, F, is a left face, 
then /J(k) = l(F). If F is a right face, then a(k) = -l(F). Using Corollary 2.2: 
n(k) = uk-uk_] =sk-kfl. 
Since s’ is nondecreasing, it follows that: 
for all 21ksn-1: n(k)? n(k-1)-l. (*) 
Say face k is a left face, L. The nearest opposing face of L occurs to the right of the 
first value, r, such that r> k and n (k + 1) + n (k + 2) + ... + n(r) < 0. The smallest 
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I 
Fig. 4. Z-partitioning a set of slices with a common left face. 
possible r value can occur (by (*)) when n(k) = n(k+ 1) + 1 = a.* = a(r) + r- k. In 
this case: 
w(L)=r-k+l =2A(k)=21(L). 
A symmetric argument works for right faces. q 
Theorem 2.8. Every upset polygon has a 2-partition. 
3. 2-partitioning the upset polygon 
As described in the previous section, our algorithm works as follows: given the 
score list, s’, we compute its corresponding upset sequence r? and construct a 2-par- 
tition, P, of the upset polygon. In the output tournament, for all 1 ri<j~n, vi 
dominates Vj if and only if [iJ] E P. 
What remains to be shown is how to compute a 2-partition of an upset polygon, 
U, efficiently in parallel. Basically, our approach is to construct the partition ac- 
cording to faces. We first observe that it is a simple task to partition a set of slices 
with a common face as follows: say the common face is a left face. Let the set of 
slices be, from top to bottom, S,, . . . , S,, where Si=[f,ri] for all lSi<m. Then Si 
can be partitioned into the segments [Cl + i - l] and [I + i, r;]. This is shown in Fig. 4. 
Such a partition is always possible given Lemma 2.7. A symmetric partition exists 
for slices sharing a right face. A closer look at the partition above shows that we 
can reduce the number of segments by having an unsplit slice each time a new face 
is introduced (when scanning the polygon from top to bottom). Thus we obtain the 
modified 2-partition shown in Fig. 5. If we simultaneously partition the entire polygon 
in the manner described (according to left faces), the resulting partition might not 
be valid, since a right face can be opposite several eft faces. Our solution is to have 
ever:’ slice “belong” to one of the (two) faces it touches, and to be partitioned ac- 
cordingly. Our approach is to define a domination relationship between faces, and 
to have each slice belong to the “more dominant” of the two faces it touches. The 
definition we pick is the following: a right face, R, dominates an opposing left face, 
L, if and only if the top slice touching L touches R but the top slice touching R does 
not touch L. A slice subscribes to the more dominating face it touches. 
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Fig. 5. Modifying the partition of Fig. 4 to reduce the number of segments. 
Lemma 3.1. Let F, and F2 be opposing faces of an upset polygon. Then the dis- 
tance between F, and F2 is at least l(F,) + l(F,). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.7 and from the fact that the distance between 
F, and F2 is no less than w(FJ or than w(Fz). 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let S = [l, r, h] be a slice subscribing to face F. Let Stop = [I’, r’, htop] 
be the highest slice subscribing to F and let Sabove = [labove, r.&ove, h + 11 be some slice 
lying immediately above S (if it exists). Assume we partition S in the following way 
(as shown in Fig. 5): if SabOVe does not exist or I# labOVe or r f rabOVe, then leave S 
unsplit; otherwise partition S into two segments uch that the length of the segment 
touching F is htop - h. If we perform this partitioning for all the slices of an upset 
polygon,U, then the result is a (valid) 2-partition of U. 
Proof. We will show that no two slices are partitioned in a conflicting manner (i.e., 
contain segments with identical endpoints). First, since all slices are 2-partitioned, 
all segments in the partition described touch a face. Therefore, only slices sharing 
a face could give rise to a conflict. (Here we also use the nesting property of Prop- 
osition 2.3.) We will discuss segments haring a left face, L. A similar discussion 
holds for right faces. Let us call a segment obtained from an unsplit slice type 1 and 
a segment obtained from a slice that is partitioned in two type 2. 
The main observation is that all these segments can be classified into two sets: 
short segments of width less than l(L) and long segments of width greater than I(L). 
Segments of type 2 from slices that subscribe to L are short. This follows from the 
fact that the set of slices subscribing to L is consecutive, so the height of each of 
these slices is at most l(L) - 1 away from the highest one. We claim that all the other 
segments are long: if a segment is of type 2 and is from a slice that subscribes to 
a face, R, opposing L, then by the argument above and by Lemma 3.1 its width 
is at least l(L) + 1; if a segment is of type 1, then, by Lemma 2.7, its width is at 
least 21(L). 
Now, two short segments cannot conflict since no two slices subscribing to L 
share the same height. Symmetrically, two long segments of type 2 cannot conflict. 
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(1) (2) 
Fig. 6. A tournament with two different orderings having different numbers of upsets. Upsets (reverse 
arcs) are emboldened. 
Also it is clear that two long segments of type 1 cannot conflict. Finally we observe 
that a segment of type 1 is at least as long as w(L), but a long segment of type 2 
is shorter than w(L). This follows from the definition of domination, which implies 
that face R above must be the closest opposing face of L. Therefore no two long 
segments can conflict. 0 
Theorem 3.3. The partition described in Theorem 3.2 yields a tournament with a 
minimum number of upsets. 
Proof. First we note that for each slice of the upset polygon there must be at least 
one upset. This follows from the definition of the upset polygon and its correspond- 
ence to the score list. We can divide the slices of the upset polygon into equivalence 
classes, where two slices are in the same class if and only if they agree on both faces 
they touch. In the partition described in the theorem, in each equivalence class one 
slice is unsplit and all the rest are partitioned into two. This clearly achieves the 
minimum, since in each class at most one slice can be unsplit. 0 
Let us take a closer look at the number of upsets in a tournament. For a given 
tournament a valid ordering of the vertices is one for which the scores are in non- 
decreasing order. A tournament can have many valid orderings, since vertices can 
have equal scores. (In fact, only the transitive tournament has a single valid order- 
ing.) It turns out that the number of upsets depends on the ordering. A simple il- 
lustration of this is shown in Fig. 6: in diagram (1) there is one upset, whereas in 
diagram (2) there are two, even though both diagrams show the same tournament 
and both represent valid orderings. In light of this we need to be more precise when 
talking about the “minimum number of upsets” discussed in Theorem 3.3. The 
range (over which we take the minimum) is all pairs (T, Cl), where Tis a tournament 
with the given score list and 0 is a valid ordering of the vertices of T. We can see 
that the proof of the theorem works for this definition, since no assumptions are 
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made about the ordering of the vertices (other than the implicit assumption that it 
is valid). 
4. Implementation details 
We now describe in detail a parallel implementation of the tournament construc- 
tion algorithm described above. Our algorithm works in time O(log n) and uses 
O(n’/log n) processors on a concurrent-read exclusive-write (CREW) PRAM, 
where n is the number of vertices in the tournament. Our parallel algorithm is op- 
timal, since the size of the output is @(n2). Some of the procedures will be easier 
to describe as using O(n2) processors and working in constant time. By Brent’s 
scheduling principle [3], each such procedure can be implemented in time O(log n) 
using only 0 (n2/log n) processors. 
The upset sequence, G, is computed by a standard parallel prefix computation of 
the score list, s’, since uk is equal to the partial sum Cf=, (Si - i+ 1) (Lemma 2.1). 
The upset sequence can be computed in time O(log n) using O(n/log n) processors. 
For a discussion of parallel prefix computations see, e.g. [6,8]. 
Let U be the upset polygon corresponding to the input score list. The area of U 
(i.e., the number of squares it contains) can be @(n3), since its height can be @(n2) 
(for example, the area of an upset polygon of a regular n-vertex tournament is 
&(n - l)n(n + 1). The first step we perform is to “compress” U to get an O(n2) 
representation. 
Let l,<f,< .a. <l, be the sorted list of values of the upset sequence Ei (li is the 
ith smallest u value). I’can be computed in time O(log n) using O(n) processors by 
sorting G (see e.g. [5]). The ith level of U is the subpolygon with y-coordinates be- 
tween l;_, + 1 and Ii (where I,=O). It is easy to see that each level is a collection of 
rectangles. In other words, for every columnj and level r, squares in.j appear either 
in all the heights of r or in none of them. We can, thus, talk about the “slices at 
level r”. We represent U by a zero-one matrix, LEVEL, where LEVEL[r,j] = 1 if 
and only if Uj’l,. For a complete description we also keep a vector HEIGHT, 
where HEIGHT[r] is the height of the highest slice in level r (i.e., HEIGHT[r] = 1,). 
LEVEL can be computed using 0(n2) processors, each computing one entry in 
constant time. 
We now list the steps of the computation. In each step a matrix or vector is com- 
puted, and in the final step a processor is assigned to each slice and 2-partitions it. 
We start by listing the matrices and vectors computed and then describe in detail 
how each step is implemented. 
l A vector TOP-LEVEL: TOP_LEVEL[k] is the maximum level, r, 
such that LEVEL[r, k] =l (i.e., the highest 
level of column k). 
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l A matrix ENDPOINT: 
l Matrices TOP and BOTTOM: 
. Face domination matrix, FD: 
. Vector TOP-SLICE: 
If there is a slice [i,j] in level r, then END- 
POINT[r, j] = i and ENDPOINT[r, i] = j. If 
no slice begins or ends at column j in level r, 
then ENDPOZNT[r, j] = 0. 
TOP[i,j] is the lop level in which slice [i, j] 
appears. BOTTOM[i, j] is the bottom level in 
which slice [i, j] appears. (Again, an entry is 
0 if no such slice exists.) 
FD[i,j] = 1 if face i dominates face j. 
FD[i, j] = 0 if face j dominates face i. 
FD[i, j] =0 if faces i and j are not opposing. 
(See Section 3 for the definition of 
domination.) 
TOP_SLZCE[k] is the level of the highest 
slice that subscribes to face k (the face be- 
tween columns k- 1 and k). 
TOP-LEVEL can be computed in constant ime by assigning a processor to each 
entry of LEVEL to check if it is 1 and the entry above it is 0. 
The rth row of ENDPOINT is computed using O(n/log n) processors in O(log n) 
time by a balanced binary tree computation [9]. We “plant” a balanced complete 
binary tree with n - 1 leaves on level r of the upset polygon. Each node, N, in the 
tree represents a range of entries in row r of LEVEL, between columns I(N) and 
r(N). A node computes three functions: 
l propagate(N): is true iff all the entries represented by N are 1. 
l start-right(N): the first column of a slice starting between I(N) and r(N) and 
ending to the right of r(N) - 1. 
l end_ left(N): the last column of a slice between I(N) and t(N) and starting 
to the left of l(N) + 1. 
An internal node, N, has two children, Ni,rt and Nright, where I(Nt,,) = I(N), 
r(NrigJ = r(N) and r(Nieft) = I(Nright) - 1. Then we have: 
propagate(N) = propagate(N,,J and propagate(l\r,i,h,). 
start-right(N) = if propagate(N,i,J then start_right(N,,,) 
else start_right(N,&. 
end_ left(N) = if propagate(N,& then end_ left(N,i,hJ 
else end_ left(N&. 
The leaves of the tree represent single entries. If an entry is 0, then propagate = 
false and end_ Ieft and start-right are both 0. If an entry is 1, then propagate = true 
and end-left and start-right are both j (for the leaf representing entry j). A node 
computes its function after its children have computed theirs. Furthermore Nwrites 
end_left(N,& in ENDPOZNT[r, start_right(N&] and start_ right(Nl,,) in 
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ENDPOINT[r, end_ /eft(N,i&]. Note that a value may be overwritten several 
times. After completing the evaluation of the functions for the whole tree, for each 
entry,j,ifLEVEL[r,j-l]=l andLEVEL[r,j+l]=l,thenENDPOINT[r,j]isset 
to 0. 
It takes O(log n) time for the node functions to be evaluated for the entire tree. 
The whole computation can be done with O(n/log n) processors by a standard load- 
balancing trick, as described in [9]. The proof that this procedure works correctly 
is straightforward, and is omitted. 
TOP and BOTTOM are computed by having a processor for each entry of 
ENDPOINT. Processor [r, i] writes “r” in TOP[i, j] if ENDPOINT[r, i] = j and 
ENDPOINT[r + 1, i] #j. Similarly for BOTTOM. 
FD[i, j] = 1 if ENDPOINT[TOP[i, j] + 1, j] = 0 and either ENDPOZNT[TOP[i, j] + 
l,i] f0 or i<j. 
For computing TOP_ SLICE, let t = ENDPOINT[TOP_ LEVEL [k], k]. Then 
[k, t] is the highest slice touching face k. If FD[k, t] = 1, then TOP_SLZCE[k] is 
equal to TOP_LE VEL [k]. Otherwise, it is one level below BOTTOM[k, t] (unless face 
k has no other slices than [k, t], in which case LEVEL[BOTTOM[k, t] - 1, k] =O). 
Finally we partition each of the slices. Let s = [I, r, h] be a slice. We use FD to find 
ifs subscribes to face 1 or to face r. Then we use TOP-SLICE and HEIGHT to find 
the height, h’, of the highest slice subscribing to that face. By comparing TOP[l, r] 
to h we determine if s is the highest [I, r] slice. Now we have sufficient information 
to partition s according to Theorem 3.2. 
We need to show how to assign processors to slices. One way to do this is as 
follows: a vector, V, is created with one entry for each left face, with the entry being 
the length of the face. A vector, P, of partial sums of V is computed. This vector 
contains, essentially, an enumeration of the slices. Let a be the total number of 
slices of U. We assign log n consecutive slices to each of a/log II processors. Each 
processor finds its first slice in time O(log n) by a binary search on P. After that, 
each of the successive slices is accessed in constant time. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have shown a method for constructing a tournament with a 
specified score list efficiently in parallel. The tournament we construct (with the 
specified vertex ordering) has a minimum number of upsets. An equivalent charac- 
terization is that the adjacency matrix of the resulting tournament is the closest 
possible to being lower triangular (in terms of Hamming distance). 
One of the motivations for this work was to obtain a parallel solution to a prob- 
lem whose known solution was “inherently sequential”: the algorithm described in 
Section 1. It is interesting to see what this sequential algorithm does in terms of 
upsets. As pointed out at the end of Section 3, the number of upsets depends not 
only on the tournament, but also on the ordering of the vertices. Let us, then, 
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specify the sequential algorithm more precisely: start by giving the vertices a valid 
ordering and select each vertex in turn according to this ordering, starting at the 
highest one (i.e., the one with the highest score). Also, when there are ties in scores, 
have the selected vertex dominate vertices which appear earlier in the ordering. 
Inspection of the sequential algorithm reveals that it attempts to greedily max- 
imize the number of upsets in the part of the tournament hat remains to be con- 
structed: at each step the vertices which are chosen to be dominated are those 
with lowest updated scores. However, since the order of the updated scores is not 
necessarily consistent with the initial ordering of the vertices, the algorithm does not 
necessarily obtain a maximum number of upsets. For example, on the regular tour- 
nament on five vertices (with score list {2,2,2,2,2}), the sequential algorithm 
creates 6 upsets, but the maximum possible is 7. 
Therefore, the sequential algorithm does “almost the opposite” from our parallel 
algorithm. It remains open to find an algorithm (sequential or parallel) that con- 
structs the maximum number of upsets. Finally, another open problem is to con- 
struct in parallel the tournament which is constructed by the sequential algorithm. 
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